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Working Smarter

ISPF Variable Pools: Part I

T o the ISPF dialog developer, knowing
how the Dialog Manager searches for,

locates and substitutes variable values is
important. Without this knowledge,
developing ISPF dialogs can be frustrating,
time-consuming and confusing. Also, some
of the best features of the Dialog Manager
cannot be exploited without a solid working
knowledge of how the variable pools work.

VARIABLE POOLS: AN
OVERVIEW

Dialog developers should remember that
the variable pools are separate from a func-
tion’s “working storage.” The pools belong
to the Dialog Manager and exist in storage
areas outside of a function. When a function
requests an ISPF service, it relinquishes
control to the Dialog Manager. In the con-
versational world of TSO, the Dialog
Manager takes over and the previously active
function waits until it regains control.
During this conversation, the Dialog
Manager uses pool values to accomplish
variable substitution.

When the Dialog Manager determines a
need for variable substitution, the Function
pool is searched first. The “&NAME”
assigned to the variable is used as the search
argument. If the “&NAME” is not found in
the Function pool, the Shared pool is searched
and then the Profile pool is searched. If after
searching all the pools the variable name is
not found, the Dialog Manager will create an
“implicit” Function pool variable. That is, it
will add the variable “&NAME” that it could
not find to the Function pool.

FUNCTION POOL

The processing associated with this pool
is probably the most difficult to understand.

The makeup of the variables in this pool is
dependent upon the language in which the
dialog function is written. Specifically, the
Function pool can have either all implicitly
defined variables or a mixture of explicitly
and implicitly defined variables. The make-
up of a given function pool is dependent
upon the language and the use of the VDE-
FINE service.

The Function pool is so named because
it is only available to the currently execut-
ing “function” — that’s “function,” as in
dialog function. In other words, this refers
to a program that could be written in any
language that ISPF supports.

When an interpretive language such as
CLIST or REXX is used to write a dialog,
for all practical purposes, the Function pool
and the Command Processor’s variable list
are identical. The Function pool is difficult
to see when using REXX and CLIST but it
is still there. Remember that the VPUT and
VGET services exist to transfer variable
values into and out of a Function pool.
When a compiled or assembled language is
used to write a dialog, the Function pool
becomes far more visible.

There are at least five ISPF variable
services provided by IBM that are only to
be used by dialog functions written in non-
interpretive languages: VDEFINE, VCOPY,
VREPLACE, VDELETE and VRESET.
These five services can be thought of as
Function pool services for compiled dialog
functions. They cannot be used in REXX
and CLIST ISPF invocations.

Use of the VDEFINE service causes a
variable to be explicitly defined in a function
pool. In other words, the developer decides
to consciously declare a particular variable
resident in a Function pool. Why would a
developer use VDEFINE?

VDEFINE is used to gain easy access to
variable values by way of the bound address
in the Function pool. Keeping in mind that
the pools are separate, VDEFINE can be
thought of as something like a BIND, which
are common in database systems. VDEFINE
“binds” a dialog function’s variables to the
Dialog Manager’s Function pool at runtime.

There is a direct relationship between a
VDEFINE’d dialog variable and the active
Function pool. When values are moved to
the VDEFINE’d field, the values are auto-
matically refreshed in the Function pool.
Then, on the next ISPF service invocation
that requires variable substitution, the
newly modified value will be taken from
the Function pool.

After successful execution of the VDE-
FINE service, the defined variable address
is placed into the “defined” area of the
Function pool. A separate part of the
Function pool is referred to as the “implicit”
area. It is important to understand this dif-
ference. The “defined” area is searched
prior to the “implicit” area. So, if a particular
variable is both VDEFINE’d and implicitly
defined, the “defined” version will be found
first. It is possible that the two different
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versions of the variable could contain dif-
ferent data values.

If VDEFINE’d variables are explicit, which
types of Function pool variables are implicit?
Variables that the Dialog Manager places into
the Function pool are implicit. This occurs
when either of the following occurs:

● the variable “&NAME” is not found in
any pool

● the Dialog Manager must store data
into a variable that does not already
exist in the Function pool

Practice using the Dialog Test Breakpoint
Option (ISPF Option 7.8). When a Breakpoint
occurs, choose Option 3, Variables. Examine
the list of variables. Function pool variables
appear first, reflecting the pool search order,
and are always qualified with a “V”
(VDEFINE’d) or an “I” (IMPLICIT). Note
that if the function being examined via break-
point is written in CLIST or REXX, all
Function pool variables will be implicit.

Compiler-based functions that use the
VDEFINE service can have both types of
variables.

The other four services: VCOPY, VRE-
PLACE, VDELETE and VRESET, all have
their specific uses. However, if a function is
using the VDEFINE service to bind all
Function pool variables that it intends to
access, these other services are normally
not used.

VCOPY is used to copy the contents of
an implicit Function pool variable into a
function’s “working storage.” This service
is normally not used in conjunction with
VDEFINE’d variables. VCOPY converts all
copied values into EBCDIC character strings.

VREPLACE is the exact opposite of
VCOPY. Again, VREPLACE is normally
not used with VDEFINE’d variables. It is
used to replace (overlay) implicit Function
pool variables with values provided in the
function’s working storage.

VDELETE removes addressability from
a previously VDEFINE’d variable. Before
explaining VDELETE, be aware that a
function can VDEFINE a variable more
than once. Each new VDEFINE supersedes
the previous one in the “defined” area of the
Function pool. This is referred to as a
“stacked” VDEFINE. So, to “pop the stack”

on this type of VDEFINE use VDELETE.
Assuming a single, non-stacked VDEFINE,
if a variable is both VDEFINE’d and implicit,
issuing VDELETE against the VDEFINE’d
copy “uncovers” the implicit copy.

A more common use for VDELETE is in
a modular dialog function, where both the
mainline and a called subroutine are both
issuing VDEFINE for a same-named variable.
The called subroutine should issue
VDELETE for these types of variables as
part of its end-of-run routine. If the subroutine
modified the value of the variable, it should
issue a VPUT of the variable to the Shared
pool prior to the VDELETE. Back in the
mainline, just after the call statement, a
VGET should be issued to retrieve the
modified value.

VRESET is the equivalent of deleting the
entire FUNCTION pool. Use this service in
the epilogue routine of a mainline function
to ensure that all addressability to the
Function pool is removed.

FUNCTION POOL TIPS

The easiest approach to take when writing
a dialog function in a compiler-based language
is to VDEFINE every variable that is needed.
Using this approach, the VCOPY and VRE-
PLACE services will not be needed. The
values for the variables will automatically be
delivered to your function’s “working stor-
age” by the Dialog Manager after service
invocations.

For modular functions, VDEFINE variables
in the passed linkage. Using this approach,
any called subroutine does not have to issue
the VDEFINE/VPUT/VDELETE combina-
tion described earlier. Note that this technique
can only be used if the called subroutine is
invoked via a standard “call.” Using the
SELECT service to invoke a subroutine
automatically creates a new Function pool.

The COPY parameter of the VDEFINE
service comes in handy when initializing a
Function pool. It will copy in same-named
variable values from the Shared and
Profile pools into a Function pool as part
of the VDEFINE: It combines a VGET
into the VDEFINE.

Be careful about allowing unwanted vari-
ables to creep into a Function pool via the
implicit “backdoor.” Remember that the

Dialog Manager first creates the implicit
variable because it couldn’t be found in any
of the pools. However, once added to the
Function pool, it will be found first on sub-
sequent searches. If not careful, a developer
might not be aware of its existence in the
Function pool. This can cause problems
when debugging if the developer thinks that
the variable is in some other pool.

The SELECT service, when used with the
CMD or PGM parameters, creates a
Function pool. However, “traditionally”
invoked CLISTs or PROGRAMs will have
a Function pool created for them if executed
properly under ISPF. The Function pool is
deleted when either the function returns
control to a higher SELECT level or to ISPF
itself. Note that when the PANEL parameter
is used with the SELECT service, no
Function pool exists while the SELECTed
panel is being displayed.

CONCLUSION

The Function pool is searched first. There
is no way for a developer to override this.
Also, remember that when a function issues
an ISPF service call, the Dialog Manager
has control. If variables aren’t set correctly
and positioned in the correct pool when the
service is invoked, incorrect results can
occur which make debugging a dialog function
difficult. Shared and Profile pool variables
always participate in Dialog Manager
search sequences. These two pools will be
explained next month.  
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